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Precious Grooming

Tantalizing, soothing delight for the skin

Introducing JIVA, a product line

that combines groundbreaking ideas

with sophisticated artisan techniques.

Exquisite quality meets luxurious feel in a brush

that enriches your daily routine

with both excitement and nourishing calm,

transforming grooming into an exquisite ritual

for both body and mind.

JIVA genuine body brushes

transform everyday grooming into a precious ritual

for awakening the natural vitality of your skin.



Body Brush soft
Long, fluffy bristles are mixed with shorter, 
springier ones to create a brush head that 
generates luxurious lather yet is still gentle on 
the skin̶resulting in a delightfully balanced 
feel. Bristles are arranged in five rows to give 
you complete control over the firmness of the 
scrub, from gentle to robust, just by adjusting 
the pressure.

W60×D350×H65 mm
Goat hair / Synthetic hair / Walnut

Body Brush short soft
Made with a blend of two types of bristles of 
different lengths, this brush gently cleanses 
the décolletage, neck, and other delicate 
areas. Compact shape fits snugly in the hand 
and naturally elevates the bristles at an angle 
after use to help keep them clean and dry. 
Soft enough against the skin for use in dry 
brushing as well.

W60×D78×H70 mm
Goat hair / Synthetic hair / Walnut



Body Brush hard
Long bristles with just the right amount of 
spring are paired with shorter, firmer bristles 
to create a brush head that delivers a more 
robust cleansing feel without losing its 
delicate touch. The easy-grip, slip-resistant 
handle reaches every inch of your back, so 
you’ll step out of the shower or bath feeling 
like you’ve had a full-body massage.

W60×D350×H65 mm
Boar bristle / Goat hair / Synthetic hair / Walnut

Body Brush short hard
Made with a blend of four types of springy 
bristles of different lengths, this brush delivers 
pleasant stimulation to the neck, décolletage, 
along with a deep clean. Compact shape fits 
snugly in the hand and naturally elevates the 
bristles at an angle after use to help keep 
them clean and dry. Great for dry brushing as 
well.

W60×D78×H70 mm
Boar bristle / Goat hair / Synthetic hair / Walnut



Combines two types of soft bristles of 
different lengths that cling to the skin to 
remove impurities and dead skin cells. Creates 
a dense lather that makes it perfect for use as 
a soft shaving brush as well. Indented handle 
is designed to store beautifully on the cover 
holder of our Cleansing bowl.

φ35×H108 mm
Goat hair / Synthetic hair / Walnut

Face cleansing Brush soft
Combines four types of springy bristles of 
different lengths, delivering deep cleansing for 
pores while removing dead skin cells. Creates 
a rich, dense lather that makes it perfect 
for use as a shaving brush as well. Indented 
handle is designed to store beautifully on the 
cover holder of our Cleansing bowl.

φ35×H108 mm
Boar bristle / Goat hair / Synthetic hair / Walnut

Face cleansing Brush hard



Face cleansing Brush hard
& bowl set

Convenient soap and lathering bowls with 
cover holder package for your face-washing 
routine. Subdued Mino Ware textures and 
walnut combine to create a gorgeous storage 
option that adds a touch of luxury to your 
powder room.

W123×D92×H85 mm
Porcelain / Walnut
Set content: Soap bowl / Lathering bowl / 
 Cover holder

Cleansing bowl

Face cleansing Brush soft
& bowl set
Packaged set of our JIVA Face Cleansing Brush and Cleansing Bowl. Layered bristle structure combines 
different bristle lengths to deliver a gentle massage as it cleanses. The soap and lathering bowls 
combine an ultramodern palette with subdued Mino Ware textures for a look that is as beautiful as it 
is functional, holding soap in place and helping it drain after use while supporting rich lathering action. 
Brush handle is designed to fit snugly onto the cover holder for a beautiful storage option that also 
helps accelerate the natural drying process. Perfect as a shaving package as well.

Set content: Face cleansing Brush / Soap bowl / Lathering bowl / Cover holder
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